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Abstract.Asinusoidalphase-modulatingFizeauinterferometerusinga
BaTiO3self-pumpedphaseconjugatorisconstructedtomeasuresurface
profilesofobjectswithahighaccuracy.Anobjectfieldisformedona

surfaceofaglassplatewheretheobjectwaveinterfereswithitsphase
conjugatewave.Becausethesizeoftheg-assplatecanbemuch
smallerthanthatoftheobject,thesinusoidalphasemodulationbyvi-
bratingtheglassplateiseasyandaccurateformeasurementsofthe
surfaceprofilesoflarge-diameterobjects.Theinterferometerisself-
referencingandfreeofthephasefluctuationsoftheobjectwavecaused
byspatiallyuniformmovementsofobjects.Theusefulnessoftheinter-
ferometerismadeclearthroughthesurfaceprofilemeasurementsofa
diamond-turnedaluminumdiskandmirror.
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1 Introduction

Recently, there has been much interest inこipplica【ions of

phase conjugators, especially self-punlped conjugators, to

interferometry. Self-pumped conjugators have been applied

to Twyman-Green interferometers for testing conicoidal sur-
-)

faces,- analysis of thin films, and testing laser beam

collimation and have also been applied to Fizeau interfer-

ometers. Among these applications the phase conjugate Fi-

zeau interferometer is very interesting. In this interferometer

an incident light wave interferes with its phase conjugate

wave generated from a BaTiO3 self-pumped conjugator to

measure a phase distribution of the incident light wave.

Therefore, this interferometerdoes not need another reference

wave, that is. the interferometer is self-referencing. This prop-

erty is very attractive in measuring a phase distribution of

the wave front. However. the interferometer can not be di-

rectly applied to measuring surface profiles of objects.

In this paper, we propose a phase conjugate Fizeau inter-

ferometer for surface profile measurements of objects. To

achieve the measurements, the light reflected by the object

is transformed with two lenses to make an object field on a

glass plate. The complex amplitude distribution of the held

is identical to that of the original object field. The object field

is considered as the object wave. The self-pumped phase
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conjugate wave of the object field is produced on the glass

plateこind is considered as the reference wave. The object

wave is phase modulated by vibrating the glass plate sinu-

soidally with piezoelectric trallsducers (PZTs) to use sinu-

soidal phase-modulating (SPM ) interferometry. The surface

profile of the object is obtained with a high accuracy through

the signal process】ng employed in SPM interferometry.16,7

The new interferometer for surface profile measurements

is based on the combination of the phase conjugate Fizeau

interferometer and SPM interferometry, so the interferometer

incorporates advantages of both of them. It produces attrac-

tive characteristics in the interferometer that both the refer

ence and object wavesとire generated from the beam reflected

by the object. Firsいhe interferometer is completely free of
the phase fluctuations of the object wave caused by spatially

uniform vibrations of the object because spatially uniform

phase changes of the object wave are not reversed on the

self-pumped phase conjugation.対Nexいhe measurement sen-

sitivity is twice as high as that of conventional interferometers

for surface profile measurements. Finally, because the object

wave can be reduced on the glass plate, the dimensions of

the glass plate can be much smaller than those of the objects.

This feature makes it easy to perform a sinusoidal phase

nlOdLnation ofconstan【 amplitude over the whole glass plate

at high frequency and leads the improvement of measurement

accurとicy in the case of the nleasurement of large-diameter

objects.

We first describe the principle of the new SPM Fizeau

interferometer with a self-pumped conjugator for surface pro-
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file measurements. Next the characteristics of the interfer-

ometer are made clear through measurements of the sLirface

prohIe of a diamond-turned aluminum disk. Finally we llOd-

ify the configuration of the interferometer to measure the

surface profiles of large-diameter objects.

2　Principle

2.1 Interferometer

Figure 1 shows a SPM Fizeau interferometer using a self-

pumped phase conjugator. A laser beam collimated with len-

ses L[ and Lっis employed to illuminate the object through

beamsplitter BS,. The object丘eld generated by the illumi-

nation of the beam can be represented by

Uo(.x) -exp[2jkr(x)] ,　　　　　　　　　　　　　( 1 )

where r(x) is the surface profile of the objecいis a coordinate
on the object, and A: is the wave number. The beam reflected

by the object is bent at right angles by beamsplitter BS,.

Lenses L3 and L4 make an object held in the image spaceとIt

the surface of the glass plate. The beam transnlltted through

the glass plate is focused with lens L6 into the self-pumped

conjugator of a BaTiO3 crystal, which produces a phase con-

jugate wave. The phase corUugate wave interferes with the

object wave on the glass plate. In this interferometer, the

phase conjugate wave is considered as the reference wave.

and the beam reflected by the glass plate is considered as the

object wave.

SPM interferometry is usedto obtain the phase distribution

of the interference pattern. To phase modulate the object

wave, the glass plate is sinusoidally vibrated with PZTs. The

vibration of the glass plate is expressed by

A(t)-a cos((0,./+ 9)　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2)

where A(f) is a glass plate shift in the direction along the

incident wave. The reference and object fields on the glとISS

plate can be written as

UxM′)-/? exp[-2/M-v')] ,

C/l。(.v')-exp【2jkr{x′)+Z cos(叫/+ 6) .

lユ

whereRisthephase-conjugatereflectivity,Z-(4irA.)ォ,入is

wavelength,and-v′isacoordinateonthe竺Iassplate.Lens

Lsimagesthese伝eldsona1-DCCDimasesensor・The

interferencepatten一generatedfroillUl′.(.v)andU,′,(,v')on

theCCDimagesensorisexpressedas

I{x".t)-1+R-+2Rcos[Zcos(叫1十0)+αJ,(5)

where

α-(8tt/入M-v"),(6)

and.v"isacoordiilateOlltheCCDiillaizesensor.Theac

compoilentofthenlterlerencesignal.

S{x'′.t)-S。cos[Zcos(wt.f+6)+α1.(7)

isdetectedwiththeCCDimagesensor.Thephaseαisob-

tained'romtheFouriertransformofthissisnalasdescribed

inRef.4.Thesurfaceprofileoftheobjectisgivenby

/・(・v")-(入/8T)α(-Vつ.

Iftheobjectismovedinparallelwiththeopticalaxis,the

phaseofU。{x)orU]。(x)changesuniformlyinspacewith

time.Whenthetime-varyingphこisechargesfasterthanthe

processofgrとItll一gformationinthephaseconjugator.the

conjugatorrenectsaconjugatewとivewiththesameui-lform
phasechange.Becausenophasereversalfortheuniform

phasechangeoftheobjectwavetakesplace,thephase

changesofUu.(x′)andUJ.x′)areidentical.Sotheinterfer-

encepatternisnotaffectedbythespatiallyuniformtime-

varyingphasechai一geoftheobjectwave.Theinterferometer

hasaspecialfeaturethatitiscompletelyfreeofthedisturb-

anceinaxialvibrationsofobjects.

2.2PositionoftheObjectFieldinImageSpace

Inthisinterferometer,itisakeypointtomaketheobject

fieldinthein-agespaceontheglassplate,andsothepositions

ofglassplateandobjectsurfacesareveryimportant.Ifthe

glassplateisplacedbeforeorとifterthepositionwhereit

shoLildbekepい一一easurementerrorswilloccui・・

Tofindtherelationshipbetweenthepositionsoftheobject

fieldsinobjectandimagespaces,thetransformationofthe

objectfieldwithlensesL3andL4isshowninFig.2.The

backfocalpointoflensL-,coincideswiththefrontfocalpoint
oflensL4.The/3and/4ai:ethefocallengthsofthetwolenses,

respectively.Theobjectfield01-theobjectsurfaceislocated

atthedistance/,fromlensL3.Theobjectfieldinimagespace

Object
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is formed at the distance /2 from lens L4 0n the surface of

the glass plate. We consider two rこIys of light that propagate

at an angle of 6, with the optical axis from the object field

plane and front focal point of lens L3, respectively. It is as-

sumed that the lenses do not have any abe汀atioils. These two

rays reach in image space at an angle of 82 with the optical

axis as shown in Fig. 2. The following relations are satisfied:

/3 tan8,-ムtan6^ ,　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(8)

l2 tan82-/3 tane, -(/4//3)(/, -/3) tanH,　　　　　(9)

From Eqs. (8) and (9), the position of the object field in image

space is given by

I2-fA -(/&)% -/*)　　　　　　　　　　(10)

When the distance /, between the object and lens L3 and the

distance l2 between the glass plate and lens L4 in Fig. 1 satisfy

Eq. (10), the same phase distribution as the object surface will

be formed on the glass plate with a magnification off4/fy

3　Measurements of 1-D Surface Profiles

3.1 Experimental Setup

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The light source

is an argon-ion laser operating in single longitudinal mode

with an output power of 50 mW and wavelength ¥-514.5

nm. The beanl is expanded to a diameter of 5 mm with a

microscopic objective lens L, and lens上っ. Lenses L3 and L4

have the same focal length/3 -/4- 100品m. The object is a
diamond-turned aluminum disk, and the distance /, is ad-

justed to/3. To make the object held in image space on the

glass plate, the distance /, between the glass plate and lens

L4 is adjusted to/4. The surface of the glass plate coated with

an antireflection layer faces lens L6. The other surface reflects

an object wave. The glass plate is attached to three PZTs.

The object wave is phase modulated by vibrating the glass

plate sinusoidally with PZTs. The beam transmitted through

the glass plate is introduced to a photorefractive BaTiO3

crystal with lens L6. The diameterofthe beam at the entrance

to the crysta一 IS

crystal is -5 mW. The crystal has adimension of5×5×5

mm. The crystal axis is oriented horizontally at -60 deg to

the optical axis of the incident beam. The interference pattern

on the glass plate is imaged Ollto a 1-D CCD image setlSOr

by lens L5.

The pixel size of the CCD imagesensoris 9× 14トtm and

its pixel interval is 14 ¥xm. The 28 elementsoftheCCD image

sensor receive the interference signal and the renlaining ones

are covered with black paper. The magnification of the image

is 2.5. Hence, the spatial interval of the measuring points is

5.6 jxm and the measuring range is 156 l⊥m. The surface

profile is obtained through processing the interference signal

detected by the CCD image sensor with the Fourier transform

method. The amplitudes of the output signal of the CCD

image sensor decreases with the increment of the frequency

of the sinusoidal phase modulation oj(./2tt. We choose the

modulation frequency to be 187 Hz to obtain the alllplltLides

large enough to carry out the experiments. In ourexperiments,

the amplitude Zand phase 6 0f the phase modulation are 2.58

rad and ,汀, respectively. The CCD image sensor is operated
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with a clock pulse of 1 MHz and a charge storage period of

(27r/wt.)/8. The output of the CCD image sensor is analog-

to-digital (A!D) converted and stored in a computer.

3.2　Experimental Results

First, the diamond-turnedとiluminum disk was placed at the

right position, which was determined by Eq. (9). Figure 3(a)

shows the meとIsured surface profile of the disk in which the

tilt and the bias of the surface contained in the raw data have

been eliminated. The surface profile has a periodic structure

determined by the cutting pitch. The peak-to-peak roughness

of the disk surface is -100 nm, and its period is -50ト⊥m.

These values agree well with those of the surface profile

measured with a Talystep instrument shown in Fig. 4. How-

ever, the fine profile of Fig. 3(a) is not coilipletely the same

as that of Fig. 4 because of different spatial intervals of mea-

suring points, different measuring regions, and different mea-

suring methods. The nleasurement of the same disk surface

was repeated after an interval ofa few minutes. The measured

result is shown in Fig. 3(b). The measurement repeatability

is below 0.5 nm.

Nexいhe effect of object's positions on the measurement
was examined experimentally. The disk surface was moved

backward and forward from the right position by 0.4 mm,

that is, position e汀ors of A/-0.4 nlm and A/- -0.4 mn-

were given. The measurement results are shown in Figs. 5(a)

and 5(b), respectively. It is found that there is a litt一e change

in the measured cutting pitch while the peak-to-peak rough-

ness obviously decreases with the increment of the position

e汀or. If we expect that the measLirement e汀or of the peak-

25　　　50　　　75　　100　　125　　150

x 【urn

(a)

75　　100

x [um】

(b)

Fig.3 (a) Surface profile of a diamond-turned aluminum disk.

(b) The same surface disk measured after interval of a few minutes.
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Fig. 4 Surface profile of a diamond-turned aluminum disk measured

with a Talystep instrument.
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Fig. 5 Surface pro川es of a diamond-turned aluminum disk mea-

sured with the position error (a) A/-0.4 mm and (b)A/- -0.4 mm.

to-peak value is less than 20%, the position error must be

less than 0.2 mm for the disk surf'ice employed.

4　Measurements of 2-D Surface Pro川es

We constructed the interferometer shown in Fig. 1 and meと1-

sured the surface profile of a diamond-turned aluminum disk.

If this interferometer is used to test a large-diameter object,

a large-size beamsplitter BS, is required. To avoid this prob-

lem, we exchanged the positions of BS, and lens L2 and

developed the optical systen- shown in Fig. 6. Lensesとand

L, are arranged so that the object is illunlinated by a colli-

mated beam. Lenses L, and L3 make a reduced object field

in the image space on the glass plate. The dimensions of the

g一ass plate are smaller than those of the object. The reduced

scale of the dimensions is the ratios of the focal lengths of

Fig. 6 SPM Fizeau interferometer using a phase conjugator for the

surface pro川e measurement of large-diameter objects.

lenses L3 and L2. The interference pattern between the object

and phase conjugate waves on the glass plate is imaged on

a 2-D CCD image sensor with lens L4.

We measured the surface profile ofこi 20-mm-diam mirror.

The microscopic objective Ll and lens Lニproduce a colli-

mated beam. The focal length of lens L-, is 500 mm. The

object is kept at 200mm from lens L-,. The focal length

/3 of lens L3 is 70mm. The distance l2 is determined by

I,ド Wftヱ(Ll -ム) to be 76 mm. The beam through theglass

plate is reduced to -3 mm in diameter. The image magni-

hcation from the glass plate surface to CCD image sensor

plane was 0.19.

The mirror sLirface was iil-aged on the CCD image sensor

with a magnification of 0.027. The horizontal and vertical

pixel intervals of the CCD image sensor were 26.8 and 23.0

(xm, and the spatial intervals of the measuring points were

1.00 and 0.86 mm. The 20X20 elements of the CCD image

sensor were used to detect the interference signal. so the size

of the measuring region was 20.0× 17.2 mm. The frequency

of the sinusoidal phase modulation is 120 Hz. The amplitude

and phase of the modulation were Z-2.45 and 6-56 deg.

respectively. The clock pulse frequency of the CCD image

sensor was -8 MHz, and its storage period was (2tt/cd(.)/4.

The outputs of the CCD image sensor were sampled by an

A/D con、′erter to be pr∝essed in a computer. The surface

profiles were obtained through the integrating-bucket

method.

Figure 7 shows the measured surface profile of the mirror.

The tilt of the surface was subtracted and the effect of the

noise was reduced to a large extent by averaging nine

detected-value sets. The root mean square (rms) and the peak-

valley (P-V) values of the meとisured surface are 25.6

and 1 26 nm, respectively. The measurenlent repeatability was
1.8nm.

To examine the effect of object's position on the mea-
surement, we measured the same mirrorsurface with different

position errors. Figure 8 shows the measLiremerlt result with

the position error A/-5 mm. The surface profile is almost

the same as Fig.7. The rms and P-V values are 23.0 and

120 nm, respectively. Compared with the diamond-turned

aluminum disk. the effect of position errors is quite small.

This is because the surface profile of the mirror has a much

longer period than that of the diamond-turned aluminum disk,

and the maximum diffraction angle of light beams from the

OPTICAL ENGINEERING/August 1994/Vol. 33 No. 8/2673
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Fig. 8 Surface profile・of a mirror measured with the position error

A/-5 mm.

disk surface is several hundred times as larize as that from

the mirror surface.

5　Conelusions

We have demonstrated a sinusoidal phase-modtIlatir一g Fizeau

interferometerwith a self-pumped conjugator for surface pro-

file measurements. The object field is formed on the surface

of the glass plate where the object wave interferes with its

phase conjugate wave. The positions of the object surface

and the surface of the glass plate are importailt in the inter-

ferometer. The effects of the position error were examined

experimentally. In the interferon-eter, the size of the glass

plate need not be larger than or equal to that of the object.

The small-size glass plate easily providesとin accurate phase

modulation for measuring large-diameter objects. It was

made clear through the surface profile measurements of a

diamond-tumed aluminum disk and mirror that the interfer-

ometer is useful for the highly accurate measurements.

Because this interferometer is self-referencing, the effects

of spatially uniform vibrations of object surfaces are ehmi-

nated. Furthermore, there is a high possibility that spatially

nonuniform phase change of the object wave is not reversed

on the self-pumped phase conjugation if the phase cha-1ge is

small. So the self-referencing interferometer could be free of

any kinds of vibrations of the objects. The characteristics of

the self-pumped phase conjugatorfor the spatial phase change

of the object wave are now under study.
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